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Abstract
The convergence of the Grid and Peer-to-Peer (P2P) worlds has led to many solutions that try to efficiently solve the problem of
resource discovery on Grids. Some of these solutions are extensions of P2P DHT-based networks. We believe that these systems
are not flexible enough when the indexed data are very dynamic, i.e., the values of the resource attributes change very frequently
over time. This is a common case for Grid metadata, like CPU loads, queue occupation, etc. Moreover, since common requests for
Grid resources may be expressed as multi-attribute range queries, we think that the DHT-based P2P solutions are poorly flexible
and efficient in handling them.
In this paper we present two P2P systems. Both are based on Routing Indexes, which are used to efficiently route queries and
update messages in the presence of highly variable data. The first system uses a tree-shaped overlay network. The second one is
an evolution of the first, and is based on a two-level hierarchical network topology, where tree topologies must only be maintained
at the lower level of the hierarchy, i.e., within the various node groups making up the network. The main goal of the second
organization is to achieve a simpler maintenance of the overall P2P graph topology, by preserving the good properties of the
tree-shaped topology.
We discuss the results of extensive simulation studies aimed at assessing the performance and scalability of the proposed approaches. We also analyze how the network topologies affect the propagation of query and update messages.
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1. Introduction
P2P networks have emerged as one of the most successful ways to share resources (e.g., data, storage, computational
power) in a distributed, scalable, and fault tolerant way. Since large scale resource sharing is also the goal of modern
Grid systems, P2P systems and Grid worlds are slowly converging (8; 20), leading to application of P2P techniques
to Grid systems.
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One of the core functionalities of Grid systems is the location of resources satisfying given constraints. This occurs
when a Grid user submits a job, and specifies its requirements, like memory, disk space, Operating System version,
etc. Locating data that match a given search criteria is one of the most studied problems in P2P systems. However, the
Grid resource location problem is more complex, as resource attributes may be dynamic. For example, the available
disk space available at a given storage element varies over time as users add and remove data. Location of dynamic
data on distributed P2P systems is considerably more difficult than location of static data. Moreover, Grids users are
interested in finding resources that match multi-attribute range queries, i.e. queries that identify all (or a subset of)
the resources characterized by a set of attributes whose values fall into given intervals. Note that this is different from
typical file sharing P2P systems, which usually index and manage (key, values) pairs, and naturally support exact
queries for a value (e.g., File Location) given a search key.
A request for locating and acquiring resources in order to execute a job is a typical case of multi-attribute range
query. Consider the following example:
Q = {R ∈ {R1 , . . . RN } | CpuSpeed[R] ≥ 2.0GHz and RamSize[R] ≥ 512MB
and Utilization10[R] ≤ 0.3 and 100MB ≤ Free Space[R] ≤ 300MB}
which is a query that looks for computational resources R with CPU speed at least 2.0GHz, at least 512 MB of RAM,
with utilization over the last 10 minutes of at most 0.3, and with available disk space in the range [100, 300] MB. Note
that the Utilization parameter is a typical dynamic attribute, which varies over time.
In the following we assume that a generic query predicate is a boolean composition of range conditions on attribute
values, and discuss the proposal for novel P2P systems able to locate such resources. It is worth noting that, for
expressing range queries, it is necessary to define a total ordering over the domain of resource attribute values. Such
total ordering is implied for many attribute types such as numeric and string.
The first unstructured P2P systems that tried to solve the data location problem flood the entire network until all
the desired data are collected or a stop condition is reached. This behavior generates a high network traffic which
seriously limits the scalability of the system. In order to address this problem more efficiently, many data indexing
systems and more structured P2P networks have been proposed, such as the DHT-based ones (2; 19; 16; 17). These
systems only allow exact queries to be expressed, while one of the common way to retrieve data on Grids is through
multi-attribute range queries. Some authors have thus proposed extensions to the cited algorithms in order to adapt
these Distributed Hash Table (DHT) systems to the Grid needs (5; 1; 4).
Despite the good results achieved by DHT networks in several fields, they may not represent the best solution in
presence of dynamic data, i.e., data whose value change frequently and unpredictably over time. The main problem
with DHT-based networks is that each change in the attribute values requires to re-index the items whose content have
changed. Moreover, when queries range intervals are very large or open, the cost of lookup for DHTs can degenerate
from O(log n) (the cost for exact queries) to O(n). For these and other reasons, DHT-based solutions that have been
proposed so far to support multi-attribute range queries can suffer from poor flexibility and efficiency.
We believe that the P2P networks that are less structured than the DHT ones are more suitable to deal with dynamic
data and such kind of queries, and thus in this paper we propose a couple of P2P systems based on Routing Index
(RI) (7). To this end, we assume that each P2P node of our network manages and indexes information associated
with a disjoint subset of all the Grid resources. Each node also maintains, for each attribute that characterizes the
managed resources, a bitmap index, i.e., a condensed description of the local presence/absence of resources. We use
bitmap indices not only to represent local resources, but also as a condensed description of the resources present in
every neighbors with respect to the overlay network. The last bitmap indexes are thus used as a sort of RI (7) to route
queries towards the location of resources possibly satisfying the query. Thanks to their simplicity, such the indices can
easily be updated if some attribute value changes. The updates are propagated from the node responsible for a given
resources by gossiping. Such updates are flooded by using the same overlay network exploited for routing the queries.
The first proposal we discuss deals with Tree Vector, a P2P discovery system based on a tree-structured overlay
network. This allows the bitwise routing indices to represent the complete knowledge about the resources that are
reachable by following a link that is connected to a given subtree of nodes. The aim of Tree Vector is to build a P2P
system with a reasonable trade-off between the need of efficiently route range queries, and the ability to reduce the
overhead needed to modify the indices when data changes over time.

Our second proposal is an evolution of Tree Vector, and is based on a new topology organization of the overlay network. This new organization, called Forest of Trees, aims to simplify the maintenance of the network, while preserving
the good features of the tree-shaped P2P overlay network. In order to avoid the cost and difficulty in maintaining a
very large tree topology, we propose a two-level hierarchical network topology, where tree topologies must only be
maintained at the lower level of the hierarchy. Since the upper level is instead completely unstructured, this may introduce some imprecision in the RIs. The idea is thus to tradeoff a simpler maintenance of the overall P2P network
topology, with the introduction of some imprecision in the routing indices built at the upper level of the network
hierarchy.
For each of the two proposed solutions, whose preliminary results were presented in (13; 12), we perform extensive
simulation experiments to assess the performance and scalability of the proposed approach. In particular, we study how
the network topology affects the propagation of query and update messages, and derive simple analytical expressions,
like the precision and the recall of our search algorithm as a function of query selectivity, index size, and network
topology.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review some previous results in the area of resource discovery
in P2P networks. In Section 3 we precisely state the problem we address. Section 4 introduces a first solution to the
dynamic resource discovery in Grids, based on a tree overlay network built on the set of peers. In Section 5 we partly
relax the requirement of having a tree overlay network, to explore a different peer organization based on a forest of
trees (individual trees may be arbitrarily connected to other trees). Final remarks and open issues are discussed in
Section 6.
2. Related Works
The problem of routing queries in P2P systems is well known. In order to avoid flooding the network with query
messages (as done by systems like Gnutella (10)), many data indexing methods have been proposed. The most promising ones are the so-called DHT-based systems. In these systems every data item is associated with a key obtained by
hashing an attribute of the object (e.g. its name). Every node in the network is responsible for maintaining information
about a set of keys and the associated items. They also maintain a list of adjacent or neighboring nodes. A query
becomes the search of a key in the DHT. When a peer receives a query, if it does not have the requested items, it
forwards the query to the neighbor having keys which are closer to the requested one. Data placement ensures that
queries eventually reach a matching data item.
In order to further enhance the search performance, many DHT-based protocols organize the peers into an overlay
structure. So, in Chord (19) nodes are organized into a virtual circle, while in CAN (16) the identifier space is seen
as a d-dimensional Cartesian space. This space is partitioned into zones of equal size and every peer is responsible of
one of these zones. Other relevant examples of this kind of systems are Pastry (17) and Tapestry (21). Although these
networks show good performances and scalability characteristics, they only support exact queries, i.e., requests for
data items matching a given key. Moreover the hashing mechanism works well with static object identifiers like file
names, but is not suitable for handling dynamic object contents.
The ability to perform multi-attribute range queries over mutable data stores is a key feature in many scenarios, like
distributed database and Grid resource discovery. Range queries are queries that requests all items whose attribute
value fall into a given interval. Some systems have been proposed to support range and multi-attribute queries in P2P
networks. The P-Tree (6) uses a distributed version of the B+ -tree index structure. Other protocols use locality preserving hash functions, like the Hilbert space-filling curve, to allow DHT to support range queries. For example, in (1)
the authors propose an extension of the Chord protocol to support range and multi-attribute queries, by using a uniform locality preserving hash function to map items in the Chord key space. in (9) two methods are proposed. The first
one (called SCRAP) adopts space filling curves as hash functions. The second one (MURK) partitions the data space
into rectangles (hyper-rectangles) of different size, such that the amount of data stored on peers is equally distributed.
Another common solution adopted in literature to resolve multi-attribute queries is to maintain a separate DHT layer
for each attribute type. This solution is adopted, among others, by (5), (4), and (18). In (5) the authors extend the CAN
protocol using the Hilbert space-filling curve and load balancing mechanisms, while in (4) a Grid P2P extension of
the Symphony DHT system is proposed. In both cases, the authors adopt a solution that maintain a separate DHT for
each attribute of the resources present in the network, but the nodes of each DHT also store information concerning

the other attributes. Then, query routing is performed only in the DHT of the attribute with the lowest selectivity, as
it requires the lowest communication cost. Once the resources matching the sub-query of such an attribute are found,
the values of the other attributes are checked in order to find the final set of matching resources. In (18) the authors
use an extension of the Pastry DHT network. The system uses one Pastry ring for each attributes. The index portions
store not only the values of the resources but also the root values of so-called Aggregation Points. These are prefix
trees of the resources attribute values (which are the leaves of these trees) and they are used to perform range queries
in XenoSearch. The matching results of each sub-query are finally intersected at the query originator node.
Another form of distributed indexes can be supported even on unstructured P2P networks by using the
so-called RI (7). RIs are based on the content of the data present on each node. Each peer in the network maintains
both an index of its local resources and a table for every neighbor, which summarizes the data that is reachable trough
all the path that start from that neighbor. When a peer receives a query, it checks if the requested items are present
locally and then forwards the query to the neighboring node which has, accordingly to the RI, the most relevant data
with respect to the query. The process is iterated until a stop condition is achieved (e.g. the desired number of results
is reached).
One of the common limitations of many of the techniques proposed in the literature is their inefficiency in maintaining the indexes in the presence of dynamic data. The need for DHT systems to re-index the items whose values have
changed may lead to a great amount of overhead when changes happen frequently. Moreover, the advantages of DHT
networks on exact queries may be reduced when dealing with range queries, particularly when the requested ranges
are sufficiently large or open. In these cases the lookup cost could become linear, thus loosing the traditional advantage
of logarithmic lookup in DHTs. In addition to this, some solutions presented for the multi-attribute query case show
some scalability problems with respect to the number of attributes, as they use one separate DHT for each attribute
type. We try to address all of these limitations in this article, by proposing a solution to the problem of dynamic data
location with multi-attribute, range queries. We use a form of RI in order to achieve a good tradeoff between query
routing efficiency and the need to limit updates occurring when some data items change value.
3. Problem Statement
We suppose that each peer in the system holds a (possibly empty) set of data items, also called local repository.
Each data item is described by a set of attribute-value pairs. While the number of data items can be large, the number
of different attribute names is usually limited. In a distributed relational database, a data item would be a database
record, and the attribute-value pairs would be the names and corresponding value of the attributes of each table. In a
Grid Information System, such data items would model Grid resources, each in turn characterized by a set of features
(attribute-value pairs). We also suppose that data items are dynamic, i.e., the value of the attributes may change over
time. Users of the P2P system want to locate data items satisfying given search criteria, which are expressed as partial
range queries over the set of attributes.
In the following we consider a P2P system with a set P = {P1 , P2 , . . . PN } of N peers. We denote with Data (Pi )
the local repository on peer Pi . Each data item D ∈ Data (Pi ) is labeled with a subset of attribute-value pairs. We
suppose that there is a limited number M of possible attributes and corresponding data types, namely A = {A1 :
T1 , . . . AM : TM }. Each Ti can be any arbitrary data type, subject to the constraint that must be possible to define a
total ordering over Ti . Let AttList (D) ⊆ A be the subset of all attributes associated with D ∈ Data (Pi ), and D.A be
the value of attribute A ∈ AttList (D).
The system has to provide a query facility for locating all data items matching a user-defined partial range query Q.
We consider queries generated by the following grammar (we assume that the usual operator precedence rules apply):
Q := Q and Q | Q or Q | v1 ≤ A ≤ v2
A := A1 | . . . | AM
We consider partial range queries over subsets of the attributes, that is, boolean compositions of range predicates
v1 ≤ A ≤ v2 . Multiple conditions over different attributes are possible. Conditions such as A ≤ v2 , A ≥ v1 and
A = v1 are special cases of v1 ≤ A ≤ v2 which can be expressed by setting v1 = −∞, v2 = +∞ and v1 = v2
respectively.
The operations that each peer has to support are the following:

insert(D, {A1 : V1 , . . . Ar : Vr }): Insert a new data item D in the local repository; the data item has attributes
A1 , . . . Ar with values V1 , . . . Vr respectively.
update(D, A : Vnew ): Change the value of attribute A for data item D on the local repository; the new value will
be Vnew .
delete(D): Remove data item D from the local repository.
lookup(Q): Search for data items matching query Q over the whole P2P system (including the current node). The
operation actually returns the set of the addresses of all the peers containing data items matching Q. These peers
must be directly contacted to eventually retrieve the information on stored data.
Additionally, peers may join and leave the system at any time. As usual in P2P systems, we want to rely as few as
possible on any centralized information.
A trivial way of locating resources in an unstructured P2P network would be to flood the range queries to all nodes
within a given radius from the originating peer. This is clearly undesirable, as (1) flooding generates a potentially
high message load on all nodes, including those which do not hold resources satisfying the queries; and (2) setting
a maximum hop count to stop the query from flooding the entire network does not guarantee that all matches are
located.
In order to limit the flooding of queries, we build a specific overlay network over the set of peers, and associate
routing information with individual links. In particular, in the following we discuss a couple of P2P systems that
exploit different overlay networks and particular forms of RIs to route queries and updates of attribute values stored
in each peer.
We want now to point out some considerations about multi-attribute query resolution. Let Q be a multi-attribute,
range query over a attributes, such that Q = q1 op q2 . . . op qa , where op = ∨ or ∧. Let p be the probability for a peer
to match query Q, pi the probability
to match the sub-query qi . We can express p as a function
Qa
Qa of the various pi ’s: if
op = ∧, we have that p = i=1 pi . On the other hand, If op = ∨, we have that p = 1 − i=1 (1 − pi ). Thus, the
match probability pij of a query in the form qi ∧ qj is pij = pi pj , where the match probability of a query in the form
qi ∨ qj is pij = 1 − (1 − pi )(1 − pj ).
Note that, since the query routing strategy is thus based on a selective flooding based on RIs, and the number of
nodes targeted by a query Q depends on p, we can expect similar performances of the system in the presence of the
same value of p, although obtained by the combination of different numbers of attributes.

4. Tree Vector: a tree-based P2P discovery system
In this section we discuss a P2P discovery system for Grid resources called Tree Vector. It maintains an overlay
network T , which is a spanning tree over the set of all the peers P. The goal of T is to limit the number of hops of
both query and update messages routed in the system. The performances of the system depends on the topological
characteristics of T . In order to avoid degenerate cases and improve performance, T should have a low diameter,
and such property should be maintained as nodes join and leave the system. For this purpose, it is possible to use the
algorithm described in (14) to maintain a spanning tree with bounded degree and logarithmic diameter.
Given a spanning tree T over P, let Nb (Pi ) be the set of neighbors of each peer Pi , i.e., the set of all peers directly
connected to Pi on the overlay network. Moreover, let T (Pi → Pj ) be the subtree of T that contains Pj , and does not
contain Pi ∈ Nb (Pj ). That is, T (Pi → Pj ) is the subtree containing node Pj which has been obtained after removing
the link Pi → Pj from T (see Fig. 1).
Each peer Pi maintains a summary of all the information of its local resources as follows. If the domain of attribute
A is the interval [a, b], we select k + 1 division points a = a0 < a1 < . . . < ak = b such that [a, b] is partitioned into
k disjoint intervals [ai , ai+1 ), i = 0, 1, . . . k − 1. Given an attribute A we encode the value D.A with a k bit binary
vector DataIdx (D.A) = (b0 , b1 , . . . , bk−1 ). If D.A ∈ [ai , ai+1 ) then bi = 1 and ∀j 6= i, bj = 0. Both the parameter
k (number of bits of the bit vector) and the division points a0 , a1 , . . . ak may be different for each attribute. The final
local bitmap index for an attribute A on peer P is obtained by a bitwise OR operation between the indices of all data
items D of P :
_
NodeIdx (Pi , A) ≡
DataIdx (D.A)
(1)
D∈Data(Pi )

T (Pi → Pj )

T (Pi → Pk )

Pj

Pk
Pi
Pl

T (Pi → Pl )

Fig. 1. A portion of the tree-shaped overlay network
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Fig. 2. Example of P2P network with bit vector indices.

Let us consider all the neighbors Pj , Pj ∈ Nb (Pi ), of a generic peer Pi . For each Pj , Pi keeps information on the
data items which can be found by following the link Pi → Pj on the overlay network. To this end, Pi maintains an
index called LinkBitIdx (Pi → Pj , A) for each attribute A of each data item D in T (Pi → Pj ). Since Pi can receive
information only from its neighborhood, the index is calculated recursively in the following way:


_
_
LinkBitIdx (Pi → Pj , A) ≡ NodeIdx (Pj , A) 
LinkBitIdx (Pj → P, A)
(2)
P ∈Nb(Pj )−Pi

The final result is that the index contains the bitwise union of all the bitmap indices NodeIdx (P, A) associated with
every peer P in T (Pi → Pj ). Note that LinkBitIdx (P → P 0 , A) is a binary string of the same size of NodeIdx (P, A),
with possibly more than one bit set to 1.
Fig. 2 shows a P2P network with a single attribute A1 , whose values are encoded with a 4-bit vector index. The
binary strings in the shaded boxes represent the bit vector indices for the local repository; binary strings in the small
white boxes represent the values of LinkBitIdx (P → P 0 , A1 ). For example, node E has a local repository where
NodeIdx (E, A1 ) = 0010; the value of LinkBitIdx (E → F, A1 ) is 1000.
Observe that LinkBitIdx (A → C, A1 ) is, according to Eq. 2, the logical OR of the bit vector representation of values
of NodeIdx (E, A1 ) for all nodes P ∈ {B, C, D, E, F }.
4.1. Handling Queries
We now illustrate how queries are processed. Assume that a query Q originates from any node P in the system. As
in Gnutella (10), Q is propagated from node P to its neighbors using a Breadth First Search (BFS) algorithm; however,
unlike Gnutella, queries are not necessarily routed to all neighbors: our system performs a Directed BFS (DBFS) over
the tree overlay network. The DBFS is driven by the vector indices associated with individual peers connections.
Recall from the previous section that node P knows the bit vector LinkBitIdx (P → P 0 , A), for each P 0 ∈ Nb (P ),
where LinkBitIdx (·) is defined according to Eq. 2. Suppose that node P receives from one of its neighbors Pin a multiattribute query Q, where QA := v1 ≤ A ≤ v2 is one of its sub-queries. P thus receives the bit vector representation of

each sub-query QA , i.e., QueryIdx (Q, A) = (b0 , . . . , bk−1 ), where bi = 1 iff ∃v in the corresponding domain interval
[ai , ai+1 ) such that v1 ≤ v ≤ v2 . The query is propagated along the connection from P to Pout ∈ Nb (P ) − Pin if a
match is likely to be present in T (P → Pout ). A necessary condition for the existence of a match is that the logical
AND between LinkBitIdx (P → Pout , A) and QueryIdx (Q, A) is nonzero.
Algorithm 1 illustrates the pseudocode executed by P to process a query message. Upon receiving a query from
neighbor Pin , the query is forwarded to the remaining neighbors which have a potential match. Results are fanned
back to Pin , until they eventually reach the originator. Note that this approach only works if the overlay network
is guaranteed to be acyclic (i.e., is a tree), as we are assuming. The result of a query is the set of all peers with
local data items matching the search criteria. For sake of readability we only present the case in which the query
comes from another node in the network. In case of it originated directly from a user, P exactly performs the same
operations, using an undefined value for Pin and returning the results back to the user. The pseudocode of function
Match (Q, Pi → Pj ), which is used to test for a potential match of query Q on the subtree T (Pi → Pj ), is shown in
Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 1 lookup(Q) executed by peer P
loop
Wait for query Q from some Pin ∈ Nb (P )
Let R := ∅
for all Pout ∈ Nb (P ) − Pin do
if Match (Q, P → Pout ) then
Relay Q to Pout
Let R0 be the reply reported by Pout
Let R := R ∪ R0
if There are local matches to Q then
Let R := R ∪ the set of local local resources matching Q
Report R to Pin

{Query result}

Algorithm 2 Match (Q, Pi → Pj )
if Q = Q1 and Q2 then
Return Match (Q1 , Pi → Pj ) ∧ Match (Q2 , Pi → Pj )
else if Q = Q1 or Q2 then
Return Match (Q1 , Pi → Pj ) ∨ Match (Q2 , Pi → Pj )
else if Q is a single attribute query then
Return (LinkBitIdx (Pi → Pj , A) ∧ QueryIdx (Q, A) 6= 0)

4.2. Handling Updates, Deletions, and Insertions
We now describe how updates can be processed. Suppose that an update affects D.A, where D ∈ Data (P ) and
A ∈ AttList (D). Let vnew and vold be the new and old values of D.A, respectively. The first action taken by P is
to compute the bitmap representation of vnew , DataIdx (vnew ). If it is equal to DataIdx (vold ), no other actions are
needed. Otherwise, P computes the new NodeIdx (P, A). Again, it may happen that the new index is the same as the
old one, and then no further actions are required. In case NodeIdx (P, A) differs from the previous one, an update
message is propagated. Update messages consists of the name of the attribute whose value is changed, and its upto-date bit vector representation. The updated bit vector representation for attribute A to be associated with the link
Pout → P can be re-computed by P using Eq. 2.
Algorithm 3 describes the actions taken by peer P when it notices a change in the local data store. Each peer executes Algorithm 4 to process update messages coming from incoming connections. It is very similar to Algorithm 3:
updated bit vector indices are computed according to Eq. 2 and sent to neighbors.
Moreover, also the insertion/deletion of new data items into the P2P system can be done with the same algorithms just described for updates. When a new data item D is registered at (removed from) peer P , then for each
A ∈ AttList (D), P executes the procedure initiate update(A, D.A) (outgoing messages can be batched together for
efficiency).

Algorithm 3 initiate update(A, vnew ) executed by peer P
Let vold := D.A
if DataIdx (vnew ) 6= DataIdx (vold ) and NodeIdx (P, Anew ) 6= NodeIdx (P, Aold ) then
for all Pout ∈ Nb (P ) do
Let B := NodeIdx (P, A)
for all P 0 ∈ Nb (P ) − Pout do
Let B := B ∨ LinkBitIdx (P → P 0 , A)
Send bit vector B for A to Pout

Algorithm 4 process update() executed by peer P
loop
Wait for bit vector B for A from Pin
if B 6= LinkBitIdx (P → Pin , A) then
Let LinkBitIdx (P → Pin , A) := B
if NodeIdx (P, A) ∨ B 6= B then
for all Pout ∈ Nb (P ) − Pin do
Let B 0 := NodeIdx (P, A)
for all P 0 ∈ Nb (P ) − Pout do
Let B 0 := B 0 ∨ LinkBitIdx (P → P 0 , A)
Send B 0 to Pout

4.3. Experimental Results
We conducted several simulation experiments in order to evaluate the performances of Tree Vector. The experimental settings are the following. We consider an N node P2P system with single attribute data items. Attribute values
are uniformly and randomly distributed in the [0, 1] interval. We consider the following overlay tree network topologies: random, balanced with degree 5, and balanced with degree 10. We developed a C++ process-oriented simulation
model in which the behavior of each peer is represented by a simulation process. Simulation results were computed
as intervals with 90% confidence level and each measurement was repeated multiple times in order to get confidence
intervals having width of less than 5% of the central value. The simulation model has been implemented using the
C++ library described in (11).
We first analyze the maximum number of routing hops (query radius) needed to locate a data item as a function of
the network size. Fig. 3(a) shows the results for three different overlay network topologies. In Fig. 3(b) we plot the
total number of queried nodes (query span) as a function of the network size, for different topologies. Both the query
radius and query span are Lower is Better (LB) metric. The data points were calculated by performing 100 random
range queries on the network, each one originating from a uniformly chosen node.
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Fig. 3. (a) Query radius and (b) query span as a function of the network size (k = 32, lower is better)

As we can see, the query radius grows as O(log(N )), while the query span grows as O(N ), N being the size of
the network. Note also in Fig. 3(b) that the number of matches is linear with the size of the network. As the query

Precision

mechanism is guaranteed to locate every existing match, the number of matches is a lower bound for the query span.
Thus the query span is optimal considering the number of matches.
We can also define the precision of the query routing strategy. The query precision is defined as the ratio between
the number of data items matching the query and the number of items matching the bit vector representation of the
query (Number of real matches/Number of potential matches).
In our tests, we considered a network of N = 1000 nodes, and performed 100 range queries given a match probability p, which represents the probability that a node matches the query. The number of data items, distributed over the N
nodes of the network, was exactly equal to N . The data items were characterized by a single attribute A, with values
uniformly distributed in [0, 1]. In addition, the [0, 1] interval of the attribute values was partitioned into k equally sized
bins.
The single-attribute range queries were of the form of v ≤ A ≤ v + p, for v uniformly chosen in [0, 1 − p].
Basically, we thus performed different queries each given interval width p. However, since the attribute values were
uniformly distributed in [0, 1], this corresponds to a match probability exactly equal to p, as stated above in our testing
hypotheses.
In Fig. 4 we show the precision of our algorithm as a function of match probability p, where the simulation setting
was the one discussed above.
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Fig. 4. Precision as a function of match probability (N = 1000, random tree, higher is better). Function Prec(k, p) is defined in 3.

From the figure we see that the precision turns out to be higher as the number k of bits in the vector indices increases.
Also, the precision increases for large values of the match probability p. We try to explain this behavior by deriving
an analytic formulation of the query precision. Note that the expected number of data items matching a range query of
match probability p is N p. Moreover, due to the uniform distribution of the values of attribute A in the interval [0, 1],
for 0 < p ≤ 1 − 1/k, the expected number of false positives (i.e., data items whose bit vector indices match the query,
but their exact attribute values do not) is N/k. The reason is that, on average, each side of the [v, v + p] interval will
cover half a bin. The precision is thus N p/(N p + N/k) = kp/(kp + 1). Finally, if p > 1 − 1/k, the expected number
of false positives is N (1 − p), which is the expected number of data items falling outside the interval [v, v + p]. In
this case the precision is simply p. Let Prec(k, p) be . We can thus define Prec(k, p), i.e., the precision of queries with
match probability p on a system with k bit indices, as follows:

 kp
Prec(k, p) = kp + 1

p

if 0 < p ≤ 1 − 1/k

(3)

if 1 − 1/k < p ≤ 1

Fig. 4 confirms that this analytic formulation of precision is highly accurate.
We finally analyzed the behavior of the update mechanism. In Fig. 5(a) we plot the mean number of hops traversed
by an update message (update radius) as a function of the network size; In Fig. 5(b) we plot the number of nodes
reached by an update message (update span) as a function of the network size. From the figures we can observe that
both the update radius and update span are independent of the network size. On the other hand, they are influenced by
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the degree of peers on the overlay network: a balanced tree of degree 10 produces larger update radius and spans than
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Fig. 5. (a) Update radius and (b) update span as a function of network size (k = 16, p = 0.5, lower is better).

Fig. 6 plots the update span as a function of the resource density δ. The resource density δ is the probability that a
node contains a resource. As usual, resource attribute values are uniformly distributed in the [0, 1] interval, hence the
total number of resources in an N nodes network is N δ. As expected, the update span decreases for larger values of
δ: high data density implies that the vector indices associated with the links have a higher density of bits set to 1, thus
updates are more likely not to propagate.
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Fig. 6. Number of nodes updated as a function of δ (N = 1000, random topology, lower is better)

5. Forest of Trees: a P2P system exploiting a hierarchical network
Despite its good performances, the structure described in the previous section has two main drawbacks. First, the
topology may become hard to maintain when nodes join and leave the network, especially in the case we want the tree
to remain (almost) balanced. Second, the nodes close to the tree root may become overloaded of routing requests. For
these reasons, we also propose to partition the network into a set of trees, i.e. a forest. The new overlay network is thus
called Forest of Trees. Each peer P belongs to a single tree T , which we call group of P . The nodes that have a link
with P are of two types: (1) nodes of same group, i.e. local neighbors, denoted with LNb (P ); (2) nodes that belong
to other groups, i.e. external neighbors, denoted with ENb (P ). The set of all the peers connected to P is called the
neighborhood of P and is denoted with Nb (P ), i.e. Nb (P ) = LNb (P ) ∪ ENb (P ). For a given node P , ENb (P ) may
be an empty set, but in order to have a connected network we require that, for each group of nodes, at least a node
of the group must have an external neighbor, i.e. ∀ group G, ∃ P ∈ G | ENb (P ) 6= ∅. An example of a network of
this type is shown in Fig. 7. For the sake of simplicity, the figure shows a vertex clustering of the network, i.e. only
connections between groups are drawn.

Group 01
Group 02
Group 01

Group 03
Group 04

Fig. 7. An example of the Forest of Trees network organization

We now describe how routing information and update schemes change with the new network structure, by first
discussing the new bitwise RIs.
5.1. Bitmap Indices
The information associated with of the local resources of a peer is computed in the same way as for the previous
network. On the other hand, since we now have internal and external neighbors, we have to change the definition of
the information associated with each outgoing link from a node. More precisely, given a peer P we want to make
a distinction between the information related to resources present in the same group of P , and that related to the
resources that P can reach through the external neighbors of either P or all the other nodes belonging to the group of
P.
Let us change the definition of Eq. 2 in the following way:


_
_
LinkBitIdx (Pi → Pj , A) ≡ NodeIdx (Pj , A) 
LinkBitIdx (Pj → P, A)
(4)
P ∈LNb(Pj )−Pi

As can be seen, LinkBitIdx (·) is now computed over only the local neighbors of a node. Thus, each peer Pi computes the quantity LinkBitIdx (Pi → Pj , A), for all Pj ∈ LNb (Pi ). This is used as an internal routing index, since it
describes only the resources available inside a given group.
As said in the previous section, each group has at least one external neighbor, i.e., there exists at least one of its
member nodes that has an external connection with a node in another group. We want to exploit this fact and spread
external information within the group, in order to allow each peer to reach resources that are located in groups different
from its own. Let G be a group. We want each peer of G to know not only the resources it can find inside G, but also
the resources that are reachable through external connections of the nodes of G. Let Pi be a node of G. Pi can directly
reach resources that are located in an external group Gext , connected to G, if Pi has at least one node of Gext among its
external neighbors. Otherwise, it can reach them by routing a query to another internal node of G that has a connection
with Gext . To this end, Pi maintains an external bitmap index that is computed in the following way.


(Pi → Pj , A)
if Pj ∈ ENb (Pi )
LinkBitIdx
_
ExtBitIdx (Pi → Pj , A) =
(5)
ExtBitIdx
(P
→
P,
A)
if
Pj ∈ LNb (Pi )
j


P ∈Nb(Pj )−Pi

where Nb (Pj ) = ENb (Pj ) ∪ LNb (Pj ).
In the above equation, LinkBitIdx (Pi → Pj , A) is computed as for Eq. 4. Note that in this case, since Pi ∈
/
LNb (Pj ), LinkBitIdx (Pi → Pj , A) gives to Pi a complete summary of all the resources that can be found in the
nodes of group Gext , where Pj ∈ Gext .
More generally, if Pj ∈ ENb (Pi ), then the new index ExtBitIdx (Pi → Pj , A) gives to Pi a description – according
to the value of attribute A – of the resources of an external group Gext , where Pj ∈ Gext . Conversely, if Pj ∈ LNb (Pi ),
then ExtBitIdx (Pi → Pj , A) gives to Pi a description of the external resources (belonging to neighboring groups) that
are available through external connections from the local neighbor Pj . Fig. 8 shows an example of a system with
two groups G1 and G2 ; only external indices of nodes A and C are shown. Internal indices are omitted, as they are
computed in exactly the same way as for Tree Vectors.

ExtBitIdx(C → A, A1 )

1100

A 1000

C 0110

D 0001

1111

E 0010
B 1100

F 1000

Group G1

Group G2

Fig. 8. Example of group indices

5.2. Query Routing
The routing algorithms of Forest of Trees also needs to be modified. As for the previous case, when a peer P receives
a query Q := v1 ≤ A ≤ v2 from a neighbor Pin , it forwards it to neighbor Pout ∈ Nb (P ) − Pin only if a match is
likely to be present in either T (P → Pout ) or in one of the external groups connected to the nodes in TG (P → Pout )
where TG (P → Pout ) is the representation of group G as a tree rooted in Pout ∈ G. To this end, the result of the
logical AND between the bitmap representation of the query range, and at least one of both LinkBitIdx (P → Pout , A)
and ExtBitIdx (P → Pout , A) must be a non-zero vector.
As a consequence of the creation of two types of indices, we also have two possible types of matches. A query is
forwarded to a node if the at least one between the internal and external indices shows a match.
The routing scheme described so far may not be enough for an efficient routing of queries. Note that the inter-group
graph is unstructured. Therefore, it may also include loops among the groups. Let us consider the situations depicted
in Fig. 9(a). In the first case, P1 , P2 and P3 have at least a resource matching query Q. Let us suppose that P1 receives
Q. After P1 has detected the local match, it forwards the query to its neighbors. Node P2 forwards the query to P3 .
P3 will then send the query back to P1 , that, in turn, will forward it again to P2 . The final result is an infinite loop.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. Examples of loops (a) and multiple resolutions of the same query (b)

In order to avoid loops, we need to improve the routing scheme. We add a further information to that associated
with a query message: the list of all the IDs that are associated with the node groups that were already traversed by
the query. Let Q.Groups be such a list. This is useful to prevent forwarding multiple times the same query Q from
a group to another, when more than a single links connect nodes of the groups. When a peer P forwards Q to P 0 ,
where P and P 0 belong to distinct groups, P adds the group ID of P 0 to Q.Groups. In this way, the nodes belonging
to the same group of P forward Q to an external neighbor P 0 only if the group ID of P 0 is not listed in Q.Groups.
Nothing changes for the internal neighbors. This solution eliminates cycles, but does not completely avoid the problem
illustrated in Fig. 9(b). A query Q is forwarded by node P1 to all nodes P2 , P3 and P4 that match it. As can be seen,
node P3 receives the same query from node P2 and node P4 , which belong to distinct groups. The previously described
mechanism does not prevent P3 from processing the same query twice. For this reason we need to associate with each

peer P a query cache, i.e. a cache that contains the latest m query IDs received by P . If P receives a query whose ID
is already listed in its own query cache, it simply discards the query, avoiding processing it twice.
The new query routing method is described in Algorithms 5. As for the corresponding algorithm for the single
tree, in Algorithm 5 we only show the case in which the query comes from another node in the network. The only
difference between the two cases, i.e. queries coming from a neighbor or originated from the user, is the following:
In the latter case P adds its own group ID to the groups traversed by query Q, poses an undefined value for Pin and
return the results back to the user. Function Match (Q, P → Pout ), used in Algorithm 5, is exactly the same as the one
illustrated in Algorithm 2, except for the last row of the pseudocode that is replaced by:
Return ( (LinkBitIdx (Pi

→ Pj , A) ∧ NodeIdx (Q, A) 6= 0) or (ExtBitIdx (Pi → Pj , A) ∧ NodeIdx (Q, A) 6= 0) ).

Algorithm 5 lookup(Q) executed by peer P
loop
Wait for query Q from some Pin ∈ Nb (P )
if Q ∈
/ P.QueryCache then
Add Q to P .QueryCache
Let R := ∅
for all Pout ∈ Nb (P ) − Pin do
if Pout ∈ ENb (P ) then
if Pout .Group ∈
/ Q.Groups then
Add Pout .Group to Q.Groups
else if Pout .Group ∈
/ Q.Groups then
Continue
if Match (Q, P → Pout ) then
Relay Q to Pout
Let R0 be the reply reported by Pout
Let R := R ∪ R0
if There are local matches to Q then
Let R := R ∪ {P }
Report R to Pin

{Query result}

5.3. Handling Updates, Deletions and Insertions
The new network topology involves changes for the update scheme too. In particular, when a local update happens,
the new internal bit vector is computed according to Eq. 4. Similarly, if there is a change in an external node, the
ExtBitIdx (·) index associated with the inter-group link is updated. Then the change is propagated inside the group to
update ExtBitIdx (·) indices only, according to Eq. 5.
Note that, as for the single tree case, the propagation of an update is stopped when it reaches a node where the
new and old indices do not differ. Keeping this remark in mind, note that if a change happens on the local resources
of a node Pi of a group G and this changes the RI for G, it has to be communicated to the external neighbors of
G, in order to respect Eq. 5, thus transforming a local event into an external communication. An update can then
be transmitted both internally, as an update of LinkBitIdx (·), and externally, as an update of ExtBitIdx (·). When it
reaches an external group, it is forwarded inside that group only as an update of the ExtBitIdx (·) index. Note that
update messages directed to an external group are not further propagated outside that group.
As for the Tree Vector case (see section 4.2), object insertions and deletions are treated as updates and the same
algorithm used for updates is executed in both cases.
5.4. Experimental results
In this section we report the results of simulation experiments performed to study how different measures – like
query radius (hops), query span, precision, recall, etc. – change as a function of various parameters and network
configuration.

Note that in a P2P system based on Forest of Trees, a query can be stopped during its propagation, thus not reaching
all the nodes matching a given query. So, it becomes important to also study the recall of a query, i.e., the ratio between
the number of (real) matches returned by a query, and the total number of matches existing in the whole network.
We start this discussion by an analytic evaluation of query radius and update propagation.
5.4.1. Analytical evaluation of Query radius
In this section, we compute an analytical expression for the mean number of groups visited by a query. This quantity
is directly related to the query radius, i.e. the maximum number of hops a query traverses. Let us consider a chain of
L + 1 groups G1 , G2 , . . . GL+1 , where for each i, 1 < i < L + 1, group Gi is connected with groups Gi−1 and Gi+1 .
We assume that a query originates in a node of group G1 . We denote with p the match probability (the probability
that a match can be found in a single node), and with NG the mean number of nodes in each group. The probability
PGnomatch that no match is found in a group can be expressed as:
G
Pnomatch
= (1 − p)NG
G
Thus, PGmatch = 1 − Pnomatch
is the probability that at least one value matching the query can be found in the
group. According to the query routing algorithm, inter-group query propagation stops when the query reaches a group
whose neighbors (apart the one from which the query originated) do not have matches. We denote with XL the
discrete random variable representing the number of inter-group hops of a query over a chain of L + 1 groups (thus,
G
XL ∈ {1, 2, . . . L}). We know that XL = 0 when G2 contains no matches. This happens with probability PGnomatch
.
In general, for every integer i ∈ {0, 1, . . . L}, the probability Pr (XL = i) that the query traverses i hops can be
expressed as:

G
i

Pnomatch PGmatch if 0 ≤ i < L
L
Pr (XL = i) = PGmatch
if i = L


0
otherwise

The mean value of XL is:
E[XL ] =

L
X

i Pr (XL = i) =

i=0

L
PGmatch (PGmatch
− 1)
PGmatch − 1

We plot in Fig. 10 the value of E[XL ] as a function of L, for different values of the match probability p and mean
group population NG . The plots show the horizontal limit PGmatch /(1 − PGmatch ): this means that as the chain length
increases, the expected number of visited groups is bounded by PGmatch /(1 − PGmatch ). In terms of our algorithm, this
means that long chains of groups tend to degrade the recall, as the query routing algorithm is likely to stop forwarding
the query early, even if matches could be found later on the chain. It is therefore very important to build the inter-group
links by trying to shorten the group chain lengths, , i.e., to build networks where the average shortest paths, computed
over the inter-group links, are kept small.
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Fig. 10. Average number of inter-group hops E[XL ] for a query message as a function of the total number of hops L.

5.4.2. Analytical Evaluation of Update Propagation
We now analyze the propagation of updates in the network. In Section 5.1 we described the two types of indices
used in the system. LinkBitIdx (·) is maintained by each peer P as an internal RI. Since the internal topology of a
group is a tree, the updates concerning LinkBitIdx (·) are handled in the same way as the updates for the single tree
network. Thus, the update span and radius within a group will be the same as Tree Vector with a number of nodes
equal to the group size.
The main difference between the two models is then determined by the presence of the ExtBitIdx (·) index. If a
node P updates one of its local attribute index, this may result in a change in the external bitmap representation for
the group P belongs to. In this case, the change has to communicate to P external neighbors. This fact can be derived
also by the formulation of the ExtBitIdx (·) index given by Eq. 5.
The most expensive case in terms of communications occurs when the internal diffusion of an update generated by
P also leads to a diffusion of an ExtBitIdx (·) update to all the external neighbors of P ’s group. However, when this
update reaches an external group, it is no longer forwarded outside that group.
As previously stated, this worst-case scenario happens only if the update of attribute A on node P implies a change
in the group’s bitmap index for A . Suppose that attribute A is indexed by a k-bit bitmap index, and that the attribute
value change implies a change in the i-th position of the index. Let GP be the group of P . The GP representation for
attribute A will not change if and only if there exists at least one node Pj 6= P in GP whose value for A is indexed
exactly in the i-th position of the index.
Let pi be the probability that a node has a resource whose index for A is set in the i-th position. If the attribute
values are uniformly distributed over their domains, pi = 1/k. Then, (1 − pi ) represents the probability for a node
to not have such a setting in the index for attribute A. Let NG = |GP |. If an update on node P changes the i − th
position of the index, the probability that the global GP index is also changed is: (1 − pi )NG −1 .
Thus, the larger a group size, the lower the chances that a local change must be forwarded to external neighbors.
When groups are large enough, updates will mainly involve internal nodes.

5.4.3. Simulation results
The performances of the system based on a forest of trees has been evaluated by simulation, using the same approach
described in Section 4.3. Again, simulation results are computed as confidence intervals with 90% confidence levels
and width of less than 5% of the central value.
We have previously stated that, while the groups inner structure is a tree, the inter-group connections need not
to be structured. In our simulation settings we considered two different inter-group network organizations. The first
one is a scale-free network (3), while the second one is a network where each neighbor of each group is uniformly
chosen between all the other groups, and the degrees of groups are uniformly distributed with a small variance. For
both network organizations, we used the same average group degree. Moreover, also the number of edges connecting
single nodes is almost the same in both networks.
We analyze the behavior of the system with respect to the group organization, as a function of the network size.
We set the mean group size (number of nodes per group) as a fraction of the total number of peers in the system. This
implies that the number of groups remains the same, while the number of nodes inside each group grows linearly with
the network size. In our tests, if NG is the mean group size, the actual number of nodes per groups varies uniformly
in the range [NG − 23 NG , NG + 23 NG ].
We now present the simulation results for both network topology with respect to multi-attribute query resolution,
propagation and update diffusion. The following results were obtained by using three different average values NG of
the group size: 0.0075N and 0.03N , where N is the total number of nodes in the network. Moreover, we considered
that the settings of the above simulations led to networks with only tens of groups. The largest number of groups is
obtained in the first case (NG = 0.0075N ), corresponding to less than 150 groups. To study the network behavior
with a larger number of groups, we used a lower value for NG . In particular, in the simulations shown in Figures 15
and 16, we used NG = 0.002N . This means that the network has more than 500 groups. Another implication of this
choice is that we had to test the system with larger sizes of the network, in order to have a reasonable number of nodes
per group. Thus, the network size ranges from 5,000 to 100,000 nodes.
In order to evaluate the query resolution performance, we executed 100 different random queries for each network
size, each one originating from a uniformly chosen node. As results, we compute the average recall and the query

radius (i.e., the maximum number of hops the query performed during diffusion) of these queries. See Figures 11
through 16, which show these measures for both group topologies and different group sizes. We considered three
different values for p, the probability that a node matches a query. More precisely, we considered p ∈ {0.2, 0.5, 0.8}.
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Fig. 11. Recall for the scale-free(a) and the uniform distributed (b) networks, for NG = 0.0075N
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Fig. 12. Query radius for the scale-free(a) and the uniform distributed (b) networks, for NG = 0.0075N

Looking at Figures 11, 13 and 15, we observe two facts about recall: (1) the recall is generally better for the scalefree network; (2) the recall is better for larger network sizes. The first finding is due to the fact that the diameter and
the average shortest path of scale-free networks are lower than that of the uniform networks. Thus, in the latter case,
the query has to span more groups in order to reach all the nodes that have potential matches. Let GQ be the group
where the query originated and let Gi be another group in the network. The longer the path between GQ and Gi , the
higher the probability that a group with no matches lies in this path, as explained in Section 5.4.1. This implies that
the forwarding along that path will likely be stopped, as it will not possible to route a query through a group with no
matches (see Section 5.2). Obviously, the probability that a group has a match decreases when either its size or the
node match probability p decreases. This explains the behavior pointed out in the second observation above.
The radius of queries are shown in figures 12, 14 and 16. The radius is lower when the queries do not reach all the
nodes. In these cases, the value of p becomes relevant, as it also determines the matching probability of each group.
As previously stated, the fact that a group does not contain any matching node may break the routing chain from the
originator node to the other peers. The query radius is smaller in the scale-free network, since its diameter is also
smaller. Moreover, when p is high enough to allow each matching node to receive the query, the query radius seems to
stabilize in the scale-free case. In the uniform network it grows as the size of the system increases. The diameter of a
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Fig. 13. Recall for the scale-free(a) and the uniform distributed (b) networks, for NG = 0.03N
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Fig. 14. Query radius for the scale-free(a) and the uniform distributed (b) networks, for NG = 0.03N

scale-free network is not only lower than that of the other type of network, but it is also less influenced by the growth
of the network.
The results regarding the propagation of updates, i.e. update radius and span, are very similar to those of the single
tree case. As we already pointed out, the internal structure of each group is a tree, and the updates are propagated
within each group according to Algorithm 4, thus obtaining results that are similar to those concerning tree-shaped
networks of limited sizes. The difference is that, in the Forest of Trees setting, updates may need to be propagated
to neighboring groups. Once a neighbor is contacted, the update is propagated to its internal nodes, but is not sent to
other groups. Thus, the number of nodes affected by an update message depends on the group connectivity. However,
if groups are made up of many nodes, an update is unlikely to change the bit vectors associated to the group external
links, and in this case the update will not be propagated outside the group (see Sec. 5.4.2).
6. Conclusions
In this paper we studied the problem of resource discovery in dynamic Grids by means of P2P techniques. We
considered systems where peers hold a set of local resources, each resource being described by a set of associated
attributes. Attribute values vary over time, and this makes most of the existing P2P approaches not adequate. Users
can locate resources by performing range queries over the set of all attributes. We described a routing strategy based
on bit-vector RI, which can be used to route queries towards nodes of the system where matches are likely to be found.
Moreover, the bit-vector indices can effectively be updated when attribute values change. We showed that the update
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Fig. 15. Recall for the scale-free(a) and the uniform distributed (b) networks, for NG = 0.002N
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Fig. 16. Query radius for the scale-free(a) and the uniform distributed (b) networks, for NG = 0.002N

and query propagation algorithms are efficient since they do not propagate messages over the whole network.
We applied bit-vector indices to two different peer topologies. The first one is a simple topology based on a single
tree, where peers are connected via a tree-shaped overlay network. We then proposed a more relaxed network topology
based on a forest of trees: in this network we thus have multiple groups of nodes, internally connected as a tree, while
the inter-group connections are arbitrary.
One of the main feature of the solutions presented in this article is that they simplify the resolution of multiattribute, range queries. Such queries are generally difficult to resolve when using DHTs. Many solutions presented
in the literature resolve multi-attribute queries by means of a separate DHT for each attribute type. In these cases, the
final result is computed by intersecting the lists of partial results obtained by each sub-query, one for each attribute
(i.e., lists of matching resources). Moreover, even if the average complexity of locating a single item by using a DHT
is usually logarithmic in the size of the network, the complexity may become linear in the case of queries asking for
very large attribute ranges. This is because many DHT nodes, each responsible for a small range of attribute values,
must be contacted sequentially.
Unlike the DHT-based networks, our RI approach is based on a natural partitioning/distribution of the global index
to the various peers of the network, simply entailed by the resources that have been assigned to each peer node. For
example, we can have one or more peer nodes for each Grid VO. Each node can thus compute its local index on
the basis of its own resources, and all the attributes associated with them. Finally, every node is capable of locally
resolving all the sub-queries on every type of attribute.
This is one of the main results we achieved, by using RI over a tree-shaped overlay network. This network supports
frequent updates of the attribute values of resources, without the need to broadcast changes to all the nodes. Note that

this is due to the intrinsic properties of both the proposed protocol and the bitwise RIs.
We proposed a second solution based on a forest of trees. This solution not only preserves these nice features of
the simpler, tree-based one, but also introduces a hierarchical P2P network that is easier to maintain and manage. RI
information can be maintained easily also in the forest-based approach, with the drawback that queries might not be
able to retrieve all matching resources, thus obtaining a recall that is less that 100%. However, we showed that, under
reasonable conditions, the system can still achieve a good recall, while the network topology ensures a limited radius
of query propagation. This happens if the inter-group connections of this hierarchical network topology are modeled
as a scale-free network – which is a very common case in the Web and in P2P networks – and the average group size
is large enough.
We used simulation results supported by analytical evaluations in order to assess the performance of the query and
update routing algorithms for the single tree and forest scenarios. As performance measures we considered the number
of hops of messages, precision and recall of queries, and number of nodes receiving a message. Experimental results
show that both our solutions, the bitwise RIs are very effective in limiting the message span and number of hops.
As future work, we are currently extending the proposed algorithms using histogram indices instead of simple bit
vectors, following an approach similar to (15). This allows us to store also information on the approximate number of
matches, which can be very useful for certain applications.
Another open problem which will be investigated is related to limiting the number of links a message is allowed
to traverse before being destroyed. In this case users may be unable to get the full list of resources satisfying a query,
as potentially useful resources may be beyond the horizon of messages. Clearly, a tradeoff between the value of the
time-to-live counter and ability to recall a significant fraction of resources needs to be identified.
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